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THE POUND STERLING 1951-1958

I. ECONOMIC BACKGROUND
,

I
T SEEMS expedient, before proceeding to a monetary analysis; to
set out some basic economic facts for the period under review. Dur-
ing this time the,population of working age in Britain was alinOsi

constant; but the working population increased by 3.4 percent owing to
an increasing employment of women, and of men also, the latter pre-
sumably owing to late retirement. This may have been a natural trend;
but it may have been due, in whole or in part, to the prevalence of an
excess of aggregate demand over the supply potential of the econ' omy
during some of the years in question. In the following table the growth
of various economic magnitudes is exPressed bOth in absolute terms and
per person in civil employment. It' would be difficult to estimate the num- .
bers employed under some of these heads 'separately; there are some
'advantages in using a single divisor for all the magnitudes; but the con-
sequence is that they must not be taken to show productivity per person
under each of the heads separately.

TABLE I

INCREASE IN UNITED KINGDOM ACTIVITY

1948-1956
(In volume or at constant prices)

Average annual rate
of increase per

Level in 1956 person in civil
employment0948= wo)

Gross domestic .product I 25.7 2.0

Industrial production , 136.0 3.0
Manufacturing production 140.0 3.4
Consumption '16.2 1.o
Government expenditure on
goods and services 129.7 2.4

Fixed capital formation '56.2 4.8
Exports 149.0 4.2
Imports 137.0 3. I

The high rates of increase in fixed capital formation and exports may
be observed. The rate of increase in consumption was notably low,; thus
in this post-war period the British people maintained the "austerity"
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for which they had previously gained a. reputation; this fact was not
fully appreciated during some periods when sterling was under suspicion.

Magnitudes such as these are not fully, informative without a yard-
stick for comparison. It seems suitable to refer to the United States as
a country of vigorous progress. Higher rates of increase may be ex-
pected in countries working their way up from an initial low level of
income or capital endowment, or regaining ground lost by war-time
devastation or dislocation. I have taken 1955 as a more suitable terminal
date than 1956, since the latter year was one of boom in the United
States while the United Kingdom had already entered a phase of pause
or recession.

TABLE II•

AVERAGE ANNUAL RATE OF INCREASE PER PERSON

IN CIVIL EMPLOYMENT

1948-1955

United
Kingdom

United
States

Gross national product 2.2* 3.1
Industrial production 3-7 3.2
Manufacturing production 4.2 3.5
Consumption 1.2 2.5

Government expenditure on goods
and services 2.9 6.4

Fixed capital formation 4.9 2.4
Exports 4.2 o.6
Imports 3.8 3.0

* Gross 'domestic product.

It is to be observed that the first three items resemble each other more
closely in the United States than in the United Kingdom. This was due
to the fact that the American economy was better balanced in 1948.
Britain had more leeway to make from the war, and this called for 'con-
centration of attention upon an increase in manufacturing output. What
is called "tertiary" production—the provision of services—is a large
component of gross domestic product. Parts of this rise automatically
with increased output, e.g. those required for its distribution to con-
sumers. The goods representing the increase in British physical pro-
duction were largely destined for export or gross capital formation, and,
as such, would not be likely to give rise to so much "tertiary" production
as consumer goods. The lower increase in services may also have been
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cohnected directly with "austerity." This British lack of balance is re-
flected in the fact that 78.4 percent of the number added to her labor
force in this period went into manufacturing industry, while only 28.2
percent so went in the United States.
The government expenditure figures indicate the more massive pro-

vision by the United States of weapons for the defence of the free world.
The exceptionally low level of the increase of United States exports

was due to the greater dependence of the rest of the world on imports
from the United States in the opening year, which led to the well known
"dollar shortage" of extreme severity. It was incumbent on Britain, by
contrast, to increase her rate of. exportation.

It seems desirable also at the outset to group together certain key
figures on a yearly basis for the whole period. The strands in the fol-
lowing discussion will necessarily be interwoven and a general conspec-
tus may prove useful in more than one of the following sections. In order
to-obtain a clear view of the course of the trade cycle, I have put down
for each year its increase over the preceding year.
The well known general recession in 1952 comes out clearly. The in-

crease in government expenditure, which goes against the trend in that
year, was due to defense items. These, however, although substantial in
relation to British resources, were not so large as those in the United
States, where they made 1952 a year of continuing expansion. The
American recession, which was the counterpart of the British 1952 re-
cession, came in 1953-1954. The subsequent industrial investment boom'
in the United States also lagged behind the British by about a year. It
is vital to bear this in mind in the interpretation of more recent events,
not least of those of the present (1958) recession.
The course of the British investment boom of 1954-1956 can also be

traced. The steep increase in fixed capital formation in 1953 was solely
due to the special efforts made by the Conservative Government (elected
in the second half of 1951) to increase residential house building. The
rather low figure for the increase in fixed capital formation by manu-
facturing industry (column 7) in 1954, was due to the fact that the
orders which gathered strong, momentum during that year had not had
time to cause a corresponding increase, in output. Deliveries of plant and
machinery did, however, increase strongly in 1954; it was natural that
they should respond to higher orders more rapidly than fixed capital
formation, because the latter includes construction. The last two columns
(9 and o) provide the most cycle-sensitive figures. The increase in
factory building starts in 1953 shows revival from the previous reces-
sion. The further increases in 1954 and 1955 engendered strong infla-
tionary pressure.



TABLE III

PERCENTAGE INCREASE OVER PRECEDING YEAR

1949-1957
(In volume or at constant prices)

1949
1950

1951

1952

1953
1954
1955
1956
1957

,

Gross
Domestic
Product

(I)

3.6
2.7

3.9
6.3

3-9
4.1 "
3..5
1.4

C onsumP-
tion

•(2)
1.7
2.4

-0,5
-o.6
• 4.2

4.4
3.1

0.5
2.0

Govt.
Expend-

iture
on Goods
,and

Services

(a)

8.7
-0.8

7.8
,10.7
1.6

--o.8 -
-1.4

1.3

Exports

(4)

Io.o .
I5.0

-1.5
-6.4

, 2.2 •

4.5
74
5.7
1.9

-
Manufac -
turing

Produc-,
tion

(5)
7.0
8.4

4.3
•-4-1

6.o
f 8.1

6.8
.I.4
1.9

Fixed
Capital
Fotir 

tion

(6)

9.3
- 5.0

- 04
1.5

10.7

7.9
6.4
5.2
5.2

Fixed
Capital
Forma -
tion by

Manufac-
turing

Industry

(7).
12.0
15.i
7.1 •

-3.1
,. -2.8

2.2

. 18.1 •

13.7

Deliveries
of Plant
and

Machinery

(8)
9.6

12.1,
9.5

-5.3
.1.3
Io.o
I0.3
2.2

Factory
Build-
ing

Starts
by

Manufac-
turing

Industry

'(9),

14.5

-8.3

-39-8
45.6

57.7
42.9
-13.5 ,
=28.2*

Domestic
Machine
Tool

Orders
(io)

49.5**
27.4**

_---15.2
-III

*First three quarters of 1957.
** All orders; separate figures for domestic orders not available.



These last two columns comprise the best figures we have—and they
• certainly need supplementing—to indicate the course of "ex ante invest-
ment." They confirm the view that variations in ex ante investment play
a key part in the trade cycle. The figures showing ex post investment (6
and 8) are naturally more damped.
The year 1956 shows a flattening out, and even symptoms of recession.

The only items showing normal rates of increase in that year are ex-
ports, which do not. depend mainly on British internal conditions, and
the two capital formation items ( 6 and 7), which contain a big element
of construction and were therefore sustained by orders placed in earlier
years. The substantial decline in the sensitive items (9 and o) is to be
observed.

H. LEGACY OF PREVIOUS PERIOD

In.Th,e Pound Sterling,* I focussed attention upon the two large mis-
takes Made in the 'post-war quinquennium, the failure to fund externally
.held sterling balances and the devaluation of sterling in 1949.

Britain has continued to be harassed by sterling balances held .outside
the sterling area. She has had to pay out far more gold on these than
could possibly have been required by any'reasonable terms of funding,
containing an obligation for annual gold payments. They have continued
until 1958 to be a cause of acute embarrassment, and domestic monetary
policy has from time to time been deflected from its best course with a
view to courting the opinion of the holders of balasces and preventing
their making further withdrawals.

Opinions may differ about whether there need ever have been any
post-war devaluation of sterling (i.e. below the level of $4.03) ; it seems
incontestable that the devaluation to $2.8 in 1949 was premature and
excessive. The year in which to have ,allowed a much more moderate
devaluation, if one was required at all, would seem to have been 1952,
when the British economy was somewhat slack, and would therefore
have benefited from an abnormallylarge increase in the volume of exports,
when the American economy was booming, and when world dollar prices
were' falling, so that a moderate increase in the sterling price of the dol-
lar would not have set up any substantial price spiral inside Britain.
Furthermore, had it been possible to prolong the restraint in wage de-
mands, which was successfully achieved in the period 1948-1950, for
another three years, the habit of expecting a substantial annual increase
in money wages might never have been re-formed.

* Essays in International Finance, No. 13, written in 1951 and published February 1952.
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It may be permitted to, quote from the concluding page of The Pound
Sterling. The following words were written during 1951:

"General opinion seems hostile to the• revaluation of sterling. Yet,
again in a roundabout way, similar results may be achieved. Failing
revaluation, prices, wages and other costs in Britain are likely to pursue •
a steady Upward course for some time. Thus in the end exporters will
have to charge higher prices for British goods, owing to the rise in
their sterling costs, and the terms of trade will move in favour of Britain.
The volume of exports will be cut down through the prolongation of de--
livery dates, and the consequent loss of orders. If the British authorities
fail to raise the external value of sterling into line with its internal value,
then in due course its internal value will move downwards into line with
its external value. I should judge that the internal level of wages, etc.,
has scarcely begun to adjust itself to the new external value of sterling
as established in September 1949. This long painful process lies ahead
of Britain, if no upward valuation of sterling is undertaken, with all
the debilitating effects of a decline in the internal value of a currency.
Thus events will in a slow and painful way produce a result that could
be achieved by right policy more quickly: But, all's well that ends well."

It is here predicted that "exporters will have to charge higher prices."
Export prices rose by 5 percent in the following year. It is predicted
that "the terms of trade will move in favour of Britain." They moved
by 18 percent in favour of Britain in the two following years. It is pre-
dicted that "the volume of exports will be cut down." They fell by 7
percent in the following two years. It is predicted that "prices, wages
and other costs in Britain are likely to pursue a steady upward course
for some time." This last prediction has very evidently been fulfilled.

In 1951 the prices that Britain had to pay for imports had risen by 53
percent over 1948. Pali of this increase was due to the Korean war. In
1953 and 1954 the import price index ran roughly level at 131 (1948 =-
mo) , after which it began to move up again. While a rise of 31 percent
is decidedly less than we would expect as the long-run effect of a de-
valuation of 44, percent, in the absence of any fall of dollar prices, we
may provisionally accept it as the effect of devaluation for comparison
with the internal price level. In 1951 consumer prices had risen 15 per-
cent on 1948, the prices of fixed assets by 15 percent, the index of offi-
cial wage rates by 13 percent and average' weekly wage earnings
( "weekly pay packet") by 20 percent. These internal prices had not
been adjusted to a rise in import prices of 53 percent, or even 31 per-
cent.

In 1948 wages had not yet risen as much as the cost of living by
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comparison with 1938. British workers had had ten hard years of

austerity, and it was idle to expect that they would accept -another 2

percent reduction in their standard of living below the 1948 level, at a

time when output per head was notoriously rising. Even the increase of

weekly Wage earnings by 1951 was inadequate from the workers' point

of view, giving a lift of only 4.4 percent over the cost of living in three

years (1948-1951) during which the gross domestic produce per per-

son in civil, employment had risen 10.5 percent and the index of manu-
facturing production per person in manufacturing employment had risen

13 percent. A Draconian policy of compressing the real standard of liv-

ing of wage earners, after so long 'a period of real austerity, was not in
question at that time. Nor is it by any means clear that it would have
been desirable, quite 'apart from the human aspect. It might have pre-
vented the improvement in the terms of trade which subsequently oc-
curred, and thus have worsened Britain's external balance. By holding
down consumption so severely, it might have reduced the motive for
investment—for consumption and investment must _grow in a balanced
relation to one another. Table I does not suggest that the increase in
consumption has been excessive.

It is also to be noted that export prices in 1951 (at ± 27 percent)
had risen more than wage rates or wage earnings.
Thus it was inevitable that after 1951 there would be a spiralling

process, most deleterious to the sound working of the economy. Wage
earners were bound to insist on higher pay. This would necessitate an
increase in end-product prices, which would cause and justify still further
wage demands. It is a familiar story. The point is that, given the price
structure as it existed in 1951, this development was quite inevitable:

There was at the time, and has since been, some confusion about the
Korean War, which has caused commentators to under-estimate the
debilitating effect of the devaluation. The Korean war caused a sharp
worsening in Britain's terms of trade; this-pro'ved•to be temporary and
the terms were subsequently restored to the pre-devaluation level, al-
though—until very recently—remaining much less favourable to Britain
than before the second world war. The Korean war also caused a rise
in import prices additional to that due to devaluation, and these subse-
quently fell. All this caused embarrassment. The fact that these effects
of the Korean war were temporary has distracted attention from the
fact that the rise in import prices due to devaluation was a lasting one
and was the prime mover in the upward spiral of wages and prices that
Britain has subsequently experienced. ,
The largest effect of the devaluation on the wage/price structure may,

have been achieved by 1954. The whole effect had not been achieved by
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then; for instance, the price of a postage stamp was put up fOr the first
time in 1957, a clear effect of the devaluation:, it is impossible to judge
whether even in 1.958 there may not still be some - maladjustment be-
tween the internal and external price structure. In 1954, which we take
as the year in which the main effect had worn through, import prices
stood at 131, consumer prices at 126,, fixed assets prices at 128, wage
rates at 132 and wage earnings at 150. This was clearly amore tenable
relation than that obtaining in i951. It is to be noted that "real" wage
earnings had risen 19 percent in this six-year period (1948-1954) dur-
ing which manufacturing output per, person in manufacturing employ-
ment had risen 20 percent and the gross domestic product per person
in civil employment 15 percent. Thus in this period wage earners man-
aged to secure, entitlement only to a very small increase in their share
of the gross domestic product.

It appears that the rise in prices until 1954 may be, attributed to the
rise in costs, temming ultimately from the devaluation. In this three
year period, from 1951 to 1954, the price increase cannot be attributed
to a demand-inflation. 1952 was notoriously a year of recession (as in-
dicated in Table III). Throughout this.period (1951-1954), the num-
ber .of unemployed was considerably ,greater than the number of unfilled
vacancies, this was the only post-war period in which this has been so,
except for 1957-1958. From 1951 until mid-1954 the machine tool
industry was working off its backlog of orders.

In 1954 the economy reentered a period of demand inflation, and a
new force was introduced tending to raise wages and prices. But even in
this period (1954-1956) the previous formation of a habit of expecting
money wage increases every year since the War, except in the two years
of restraint 1948-1950, may well have caused the upward movement of
wages to have been greater than it would otherwise have been. It is to
be stressed that these annual increases had been justified by the upsurge
of world prices, which impinged on British import prices, in the three
years after the war, and then by devaluation. It is difficult to persuade
those, for whom a habit has in fact been well justified for so lOng a
period, that it has ceased to be so: This habit has persisted after 1956,
whp demand-inflation was no longer present; but a change now appears
to be occurring.

III. EXTERNAL ACCOUNTS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM

In The Pound Sterling certain tables were presented which, taken to-
gether, gave a conspectus of the external balance of the United Kingdom
in the preceding years. The twice yearly White Papers on the United
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Kingdom balance of payments provide a great wealth of information,

meticulously marshalled and sorted. Yet from these it is not always

easy to get a bird's eye view of the realities of the situation. Accordingly

I have provided tables, in continuation, grouping items under very ;

broad categories.

TABLE IV

UNITED KINGDOM BALANCE OF PAYMENTS ON CURRENT 'ACCOUNT'

1952-1957 (INCLUSIVE)

(E million)

With Non- With Non-

.....' Dollar, Non- With With Territorial
Sterling Sterling Dollar Organi-

, OzierallArea ,Area' Area sations

Exports 18,317
"Invisible" expOrts* 7,332

25,649

Imports,
f.o.b. 9,360

"Invisible"
• imports 5,556 24,916

Balance + 733 —I +1,670 —892 —44

*Pefense aid is not included. .. . .. .
' Source : The United kingdom Balance of Payments White Papers are subject to re-

visions in successive issues. But the *latest issues do not give* all: the figures required
for the following tables. In these tables each year has been taken as a self consistent

whole from the latest issue that gives all the relevant figures, and the figures for each

year have been added together. Cmd. 399 (1958) has been used for the years 1955-57,

Cmd. 273 (1957) for -1954, Cmd. 122 (i957) for 1953 and Cmd: 9731 (1956) for 1952.

It should be noted that the gain of gold to Britain from the external

trade of the Rest of the Sterling Area shown as 1244 million, was not

a net gain in gold, since the deficit of 1156 million, shown in the oppo-

site column had to be paid for entirely in gold (see Table VI)

This table reveals a pattern that is profoundly. unsatisfactory. This

large sum of gold paid out to the non-dollar non-sterling world, with

which the United Kingdom was not in deficit, may be contrasted with

the comparatively small sum paid to the dollar area with which the

United Kingdom' has, and ouht .to continue to have, if multilateral

trade is to flow in it's natural channels, a substantial deficit. The figure

'for investment appears to be on the high side. It includes unidentified



TABLE V
UNITED KINGDOM BALANCE WITH

1952-1957 (

Credit to United Kingdom

1. Favourable balance on
current account
(see Table IV) 1,670

2. Deficit of Rest of Sterling
Area with non-dollar
non-sterling world, as
financed by transfer by
Rest of Sterling Area of
sterling to that world
(see Table VI) 156

1,826
3. Excess of debits as shown

led to increase of ster-
ling area sterling
balances 45

1,871*

THE REST OF THE STERLING AREA

INCLUSIVE)

million)
Debit to United Kingdom

4. Purchase of newly mined
gold from Rest of Ster-

• ling Area 906
5. Purchase of gold or dol-

lars arising from Rest of
Sterling Area surplus
with dollar area

6. Investment by United
Kingdom in Rest of
Sterling Area 1,021

7. Transfer of sterling by -
Non-Territorial organi-
sations to Rest of Ster-
ling Area 22

244

2,193*

*• The apparent excess of debits (1322 million) is equal .to the sum of the "balancing
•items". recorded for 1954-1957. This may mean that investment by the United Kingdom
in the Rest of the Sterling Area is over-stated in the above table, or that the "leads and
lags" of trade have moved in favor of the United Kingdom, or that there are other items
unaccounted for.

items and may therefore contain an element arising out of a change in
the leads and lags of trade unfavorable to Britain' . There is some con-
tinuing anxiety in Britain about whether movements of portfolio capital
are completely blocked by the Exchange Control. The. tables suggest
that this ought to continue to 'be administered tightly. The most ob-
jectionable feature in this table is the use of 1370 million for the paying
off of sterling balances held in this area by which a total of £980 million
outstanding at the end of 1951 was reduced to 1533 million. To this
must be added, the repayment of E.R.U. obligations amounting to 130
'million. This, rate of paying off the sterling balances' in gold far exceeds
anything that would have been reached' in a generous funding arrange-
ment, it is to be remembered that substantial' payments of interest on the
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TABLE VI

UNITED KINGDOM BALANCE WITH NON-STERLING NON-DOLLAR AREA

. 952-1957 (INCLUSIVE)

• (E million)

Credit Debit

Paid in gold or dollars 947 1. Unfavourable balance on
current account
(Table IV) ,

2. Investment by United King-

dom in this area. (Includes
balancing items*) 297

3. To pay for surplus of this

area with Rest of Sterling

• Area as financed by transfer

by Rest of Sterling. Area

of sterling to it. (Table V) i56

4..To redeem sterling trans-
ferred to this area by Non-

Territorial .organisations 25

5. To redeem sterling drawn
by this area from the Inter-

national Monetary Fund 56

6. Reduction of debit in E.P.U. 30

7. Accumulation of holding of
non-dollar currencies 7.2

8. Reduction of sterling bal-

ances held by this area 370

6-
947

* These are not shown separately in the White Papers.

sterling balances were made to this area in addition to the capital repay-

ment of £370 million. (They are included in the balance on current ac-

count.)
Funding is now out of the question., If, owing to lack of confidence

in Britain, or for any other reason, creditors insist on a further large-

scale drawing down of the sterling balances,. it should be a matter of

firm principle by the British authorities that this should be paid out of

the reserve and not out of the annual ttade balance. Indeed, the authori-

ties would do well to plan policy on the basis of Britain's net reserve,
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viz. the gold and dollar holdings minus the sterling balances outhtanding
in the non-sterling area. ,

It is net suggested that it is undeShSble for Britain to 'pay out a sub-
stantial sum of gold eath.STear to the nen-dollar non-sterling area. By,
this means that area receives. its fair share of newly-mined gold, many
Sources of which are inside the sterling area.; it may need this gold to
replenish its own reserves and to balance its deficit with the 'dollar area;
but this outflow of gold should not mainly serve to pay off old debts, but,
after provision for a:moderate' sum for investment, should pay for a net
import of goods .from this area intb Britain. It is desirable that Britain
should see something tangible in return for this great outpouring of
gold. For instance, some of the gold might well be used to finance 'an
excess of imports from 0.E.E.C.'countries, such as might be consequent
upon the opening of a Free Trade Area—it might well happen that the
resulting increase of imports by Britain would exceed her increase of
exports to Continental Europe. Such an excess of imports ought to be
regarded as welcome, since it would enable her to devote .more of her
own productive resources: both, to internal investment and to higher
investment in the Commonwealth and outside it without involving her-
self in renewed inflationary pressures.

TABLE VII

UNITED KINGDOM BALANCE WITH DOLLAR AREA

1952-1957 (INcLusivE)
million)

Credit Debit
1. Capital investment by 4- Unfavourable balance on

dollar area in United current account
Kingdom (including (Table IV) 892
balancing item) 288 5. Repayment by United

2. Defence Aid . 366 , Kingdom of loans 123
3. Paid by United 'Kingdom 6. Reduction of sterling bal-

to dollar area in gold ances held by dollar area 3
(Table VIII) . 364 i

1,0'8 1,o18

It is to be noted that defence aid was running at a%lower rate in the
later part of the period and amounted oply to 196 million in the second
half of it. "
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TABLE VIII

GOLD AND DOLLAR POSITION OF UNITED KINGDOM
1952-1957 (INCLUSIVE)

(£ million)

Credit

1. Purchase of newly-mined
gold from Rest of Ster-
ling Area (Table V) 906

2. Purchase from Rest of
• Sterling Area of gold
and dollars arising from
its surplus with the

• dollar area.
( Table V)

3. Net drawing on Inter-
national Monetary Fund 161

4. Reduction in gold and
dollar reserve of United
Kingdom 22

244

1,333

Debit

5. Payment of gold to non-
sterling non-dollar world
( Table VI) 957

6. To meet deficit with dollar
area (Table VII) 364

7. Paid to Non-Territorial
organisations
(Table IX) 12

1,333

It has been widely stated that the surplus on the current balance of

payments, which has run at an average of about 1125 million a year, is

quite inadequate. It has even been suggested that this should be raised

to the figure of £300. million a year. It may be that the current surplus

should be raised moderately. For instance, the British system ought to

be independent of defence, aid. But proposals for a target figure of 13oo

million per annum are often based on confused thinking and involve fal-

• lacies which are dangerous and even pernicious.

It seems likely that Britain ought to invest more overseas in the

coming years than in these last six. Whether it is desirable for her to do

so or not depends solely on whether the total effective demand impinging

on her economy does or does not lead to the full use of her resources, in-

cluding a growth in line with her potential capacity. In other words,

whether she can undertake such an increase in investment depends on

whether she does or does not have spare productive capacity. For

Britain to have undertaken additional overseas investment during the

investment boom of 1954-1956, when her factories were already over-

loaded, would have merely led to increased inflationary pressure, foreign
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TABLE IX

BALANCE OF UNITED KINGDOM WITH NON-TERRITORIAL ORGANIZATIONS

1952-1957 (INCLUSIVE)

(E million)
Credit Debit

1. Net accommodation pro- 7. Unfavourable balance on

vided by Non-Territori- current account. (Table

al organisations to IV) 44
United Kingdom. (In- 8. Net drawing on I.M.F.

crease of sterling bal- (Table VIII)

ances held by them) 79
2. Transfer of sterling by

Non-Territorial organi-

sations to Rest of Ster-

li.ng Area. (Table -V) 22

3. Transfer of sterling by

Non-Territorial organi-

sations to non-sterling

non-dollar area. (Table

VI) 25

4. Sterling drawings on

I.M.F. by non-sterling

non-dollar. area.

(Table VI)

5. Gold or dollars paid by

United KingdoM to

Non-Territorial organi-

sations. (Table VIII)

•6. Capital provided to
• United Kingdom by

Non-Territorial organi-

sations II

205

161

205

• exchange difficulties and frustration. But now that spare capacity is
coming into existence, and likely to remain, the prospect is entirely al-

tered. If additional investment projects are put in hand, and capital

goods are exported in accordance with them, that would automatically

raise the value of her exports and one might even see the target surplus

of 'E300 million reached quite easily in that way. It is to be noted that ac-
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cording to Modern theory and modern ideology, the countries, in which
foreign investments are made, usually prefer to tailor the external finance
for such projects to* their need to import the capital goods for them
from abroad, and to raise the capital required for local expenses locally.
Accordingly, so far as the British balance of payments is concerned.,
such investment projects would be self-balancing. Exports would rise
by 1X, and the countervailing item of overseas investment would rise
by 1X also. The question of Britain's *ability to carry out such projects
is not a foreign exchange problem at all, but a problem of her own in-
ternal industrial capacity. Thus it would be totally wrong to suppose
that, with a view to undertaking such overseas investments, oit would be
desirable for Britain to strive to improve her external balance of pay-
ments by curbing imports. Still more fallacious is the idea that Britain
ought to achieve a strong balance on current account before contemplat-
ing such investment projects. This idea, is quite topsy-turvy; it is fur-
thermore quite safe to. say that there is not the remotest chance of her
achieving such a balance for any, reasonable length of time, unless and
until such investment projects have already been put into operation.

It is further contended that Britain should increase her favourable
balance on current account in order to add to her reserve. It is to be
noted that in this six-year period, so far. from having increased her
gold reserve, she has allowed it to be drawn down by 122 million. On the
other hand, there has been a sizable increase in her true net reserve,
owing mainly to the reduction in her sterling liabilities to the non-ster-
ling world, viz, an increase of 1314 million.* This increase is on the low
side, but it is by no means obvious that it is grossly inadequate. The
absolute rise of Britain's true net reserve is undoubtedly inadequate in
relation to her external turnover; that is the unfortunate consequence
of the second world war. It by no means follows that it is wise or right
to endeavour, to increase the net reserve by substantial amounts Within
a short period. It must be remembered that the whole world is short of

reserves. There is no single action by the United States that could bene-
fit the world a quarter as much as an increase in the dollar price of gold.
Failing that, the various countries will have to continue to struggle on

with inadequate reserves. For one country, out of a sense of self-im-

portance, to endeavour to raise its reserve at an abnormal rate is un-
neighbourly and bound to bring retribution. It reduces the reserves of
other countries, which are likely to react by imposing restrictions on the
exports of the country that is seeking to build its own position up.

It would be particularly deleterious for a country to seek to increase

* Items 6, 7, and 8 of Table VI, plus. item 6 of Table VII, minus item 4 of Table
VIII, minus item i of Table IX.



its own *reserve substantially by holding down its imports below their
normal ,rate of increase. The various parts of the world are now, thor-
oughly inter-connected. If a balanced growth in the whole complex is
desired, it is important that each part should grow in balanced relation.
If one country impedes the normal growth of its imports for several
years, that is likely to have a serious effect on the balanced growth of
the remainder. It may even contribute to a world recession. This matter,
is further discussed in the concluding section.

• IV. RESTORATION OF CONVERTIBILITY

Much stress was laid in The Pound Sterling on the importance of
restoring sterling convertibility. The major part of this task has been
achieved since then.
The project suffered a great set-back owing to the premature attempt

to restore convertibility in 1947.* Not only had the sterling balances,
then at their maximum level, not been funded, but also Britain had a
large external deficit on current account (4-43 million) in that year.
In 1949 there was a fresh crisis involving devaluation.
The year 1951 was also one of crisis. This was the consequence of

the Korean war. Nonetheless, it is doubtful if this adverse turn of events
would have .produced so severe a crisis atmosphere, had it not been for
the vulnerability of sterling due to the large sterling balances that re-
mained outstanding.

Subsequent calculations show that the British current balance on ex-
ternal account deteriorated by no less than 1700 million in 1951, pass-
ing from a favourable one of 1300 million to an unfavourable one of
1400 million; 1600 million was on trade account. Of this, 1400 million
is accounted for by the deterioration in the "terms of trade." World
prices of primary products soared up after the Korean outbreak, and
these figured largely in her import bill, while her export prices were
rising. comparatively slowly. Although the devaluation does not appear
in the end to have worsened Britain's terms of trade, its short period
effect was probably to make the impact of the Korean war on the terms
of trade more serious than it would otherwise have been.

Prior to the devaluation of 1949 a meeting of Commonwealth Fi-
nance Ministers occurred which agreed that imports should be restricted
throughout the Commonwealth with a view to restoring the Common-
wealth external balance, which was already deteriorating owing to lags
in payment and postponing of purchases cOnsequent upon the rumours
of a forthcoming devaluation of sterling that 4Tere already rife. This
agreement was honoured in the twelve months following, despite the

* c.p. The Pound Sterling, page 17.



fact that its objective, viz: to prevent a devaluation, was no longer ob-
tainable; and the external balance was improved by consequence in
1950. So favourable had the situation become by the end of that year,
that the government then in power waived Britain's claims to any draft
upon the remainder of Marshall Aid (due for another one and a half
years), although the British people felt themselves entitled by their war
record to• their fair .share of this American assistance so generously ex-
tended to help Europe. Restrictions on imports were then relaxed. They
had caused, a drawing-down of internal stocks in 1950, and Britain's
external balance in 1951 suffered from the subsequent replenishment of
these. This alone accounts for .the remainder of the deterioration in the
external trade balance in 1951.* These matters are made clear in the
following table.

TABLE X

Value of Physical
Increase of Stocks

and Work in Progress
Volume of
Imports

1948 +.I,75 92
1949 +;65 Ioo
1950 — 12 I o IOU
1951 +575.112.5
1952 +50' IO2.8 -
1953 +'I25 113.3.

1948-53 (average) II30 per year + 473% per year

• This table shows the urgent need to Consider current events in the
light of trends of growth, as shown in Tables. I-III; as well as the need
for. up-to-date 'statistics. It is clear that' the upsurge in the value of stocks,
in 191 was due in large part to the depletion of the preceding year and
did not portend a permanent annual increase, at this rate. Similarly the
rise in imports by 12.5 percent in 1951 was the consequence of the re-
striction and repression of the preceding' year. An understanding of this
would have mitigated the sense of crisis, in. 05I.. •

Actually the troubles blew away in the following year. The current
balance, improved by 165o million, mainly. on trade account, of which
somewhat less than half was due to the restored terms of trade and the
remainder to diminished requirements. It is fair to add that the restora-
tion in the terms of trade could not have been relied upon by thOse re-
sponsible for policy in 1951; world prices began their 'downward trend

* Attention was drawn to this phenomenon, while it was proceeding, in The Pound
Sterling, page 37.
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in April, but it was widely believed that this was merely a "lull," and
that prices would later resume an upward course owing to the pressure
upon the world's resources caused by the great American defence pro-
gramme.

Inflationary symptoms manifested themselves on the home front dur-
ing 1951. Unfilled vacancies exceeded the numbers seeking work, and
there were acute shortages of steel, coal and skilled manpower. The new
defence programme was straining British resources, and it was believed
that the (Labour) Government had not taken sufficient steps to curb
other forms .of spending to match. There had been a substantial invest-
ment.boom in 1950, and in the first half of 1951 factory building starts
continued to rise.
When the Conservative Government took office, they introduced a

policy of monetary deflation and increased import restrictions. Monetary
policy had been out of vogue since the war, and indeed since 1932; for
in all that period a policy of cheap money had been consistently pur-
sued. It is interesting to observe that this revival of monetary policy
followed hard on the heels of a similar departure in the United States,
signalised particularly by the "accord" between the Federal Reserve
System and the United States Treasury in March 1951. Interest in the
monetary weapon as a method for controlling inflation began to spread
widely. The British experiment began most felicitously by the success
of the authorities in funding I ,000 million worth of Treasury Bills, a
manoeuvre which they were not able to repeat in 1955, when it was more
urgently needed.
The restriction of imports at this juncture was a step backwards in

the attempts to "liberalise" intra-European trade, and caused the French
to react in a similar direction in self-defence. This was all very unfortu-
nate from the point of view of European integration. While some mone-
tary tightening was probably desirable, it can be argued that, if only the
authorities had kept a cool head, they might have dispensed with the
import restrictions. Having, presumably, greater knowledge than the
author of The Pound Sterling at the time, they could have perceived,
as he did, how large a part of the adverse balance was due to a backwash
from the restrictions of 1950 and not therefore destined to last.* On the
more difficult question of the terms of trade, the matter was uncertain';
material prices had begun to move downwards and the British terms
of trade to improve rapidly, before the import restrictions were imposed.
The turn-about of 1952 showed that the' restrictions had been unneces-
sary ; but they did harm.
More generally, the events of 1951 suggest that the authorities re-
* cp. P. 37.
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sponsible for policy should strive harder to insulate themselves from the
crisis mentality, keeping trends of growth in the forefront of their minds,
acquiring the greatest possible knowledge of current facts and assessing
them in the light of those trends. This is specially incumbent on the Brit-
ish authorities, since if these are seen to be infected by the crisis men-
tality, and to falter at all in the straight' line of policy, a situation not in
itself, at all critical can easily turn into one of crisis, owing to the in-
fluence of lack of confidence operating on the sterling balances. This
lessor' was more sharply taught in 1955 and 1957.
The year 1952 was one of moderate recession at home and declining

exports, but strong improvement in the external balance. At the end of
the year an important Cominonwealth conference was held and at long
last attention was redirected to the restoration of convertibility, which
no longer seemed beyond the realm of feasibility. It was decided that
members of the sterling area should severally do their best to maintain
their external balances in good shape with a view to the earliest possible
return to convertibility. It was also decided, although this was not pub-
lished, that, in the event of convertibility, larger margins of fluctuation
should be allowed around the official par of exchange as established at
the International Monetary Fund.

About this ,time and in the years ,immediately following, there was
much discussion about the merits of a fixed par of exchange; not- only
were wider margins canvassed, but it was, also proposed to allow the
pound to ,"float freely" in foreign exchange markets. It was suggested
that convertibility might be established with , a freely floating pound;
this terminology is not in agreement with historic usage, by which con-
vertibility implies a fixed par. Proponents no doubt had in mind some
such system as operated in 1932-1939; "convertibility" in this debased
sense referred merely to negotiability, i.e. the right by foreign holders,
to use sterling, at whatever rate it might fetch in a free market, in the
multilateral settlement of claims in any part of the world, including the
American Account area. This may be a fitting opportunity to review
the merits of,such proposals.- •

- It is claimed that a freely floating currency facilitates readjustment in
a painless manner. If a country finds itself involved in rising costs of
production, not paralleled elsewhere, owing, for instance, to the granting
Of wage increases that are considered irreversible, then it, cpuld regain
its proper alignment, with other countries by allowing its* currency to
float downwards on a .foreign exchange market.

Such a realignment could also' be achieved by a once-over change in
the fixed par of exchange by agreement with the International Monetary
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Fund. Those who favour the floating rate doubted, justly, whether the
machinery of the International Monetary Fund was likely to work
smoothly in this regard. If a currency of a country appears to be weak,
then the question will inevitably be asked whether its devaluation will
presently be considered; that gives rise to speculation. The speculation
in its turn, which extends to "leads and lags" in trade payments, has
its own influence on the total situation and may make it quite obscure
what the true balance of payments of the country in question is and
whether its currency ought to be devalued or not. That was preeminently
so in regard to sterling in the spring and summer of 1949. Will it not
always be so, the question was raised, whenever a time comes when a
devaluation ought at least to be considered? By. contrast,' the trial and
error management of the British Exchange Equalisation Account in
1932 to 1939, by which one could feel one's way tentatively, provision-
ally, and reversibly to a new rate, when the old one was out of equilib-
rium, seemed to be a more efficient method. Some, but not all, of the
advocates of floating currencies, thought that the market itself could
provide a "true" equilibrium rate. Reflection showed, however, that
currency, would not in any case be left entirely to the tender mercies of
the market, since an Exchange Account would be required to even out
seasonal or chance variations, and would have to retain a residue of
discretion for judging whether a downward pressure was due to a
merely temporary cause and ought to be offset by official support, or was
a symptom of true disequilibrium. Perhaps the best version of this view
is that the market and the Exchange Account would somehow work
together, by their own probing and trials, to establish a true equilibrium
rate.
This view seemed to have academic backing in the fact that Keynes,

disgusted at the working of the old rigid gold standard, had favoured
adjustable rates before, the war. Exchange flexibility has more recently
been advocated by Professor James Meade from the standpoint of high
economic analysis.' He has argued that one will not be able to have the
benefits both of full employment and unrestricted multilateral trade, if
one does not have the degree of freedom allowed by exchange variation.
My own opinion is that such a system might be the most desirable in

favourable conditions, but that it is not to be recommended in the near
future. I will set out my reasons.
( ) By the fostering of foreign exchange markets and in other ways

the Bank of England has seemed in, recent years to be entertaining the
hope that the Bank Rate might once again be brought into use, as it
was so successfully before 1914, to influence international short-term
capital movements. There may even have been occasions when it had
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sdrne slight effect in this sense in recent years. This system is totally
inoperable if. a- currency is freely floating, since the exchange risk is
always greater than any feasible differential between the Bank Rates
(more properly, between the money market rates) in the various finan-
cial centres. I -believe that some of the advocates of the freely floating
currency have not appreciated how wide and unbridgeable the gulf is
between the system they recommend and the use of the Bank Rate to
have a quick influence on the external balance of payments.
The revival of this function of the short-term interest rate, not only

by the Bank of England, but by other central banks also, would be of
quite exceptional value, if only it could be encompassed in the years im-
mediately ahead. The possibility of using the Bank Rate in this way
creates for each country what is sometimes called a "second line re-
serve." At present the world is suffering from an acute shortage of
media of reserve, this is constantly' obstructing the further develop-
ment of multilateral trade, and even threaten's its complete breakdown.
Whatever the Americans might do, if converted, in raising the dollar
price of gold, there would still nOt be enough gold reserves in the world
to meet the situation adequately. If each nation could rely on a sub-
stantial second line reserve, and' prior to 1914 Britain's second line re-
serve was many times greater -than her own free gold holding, this
.would entirely transform the scene' as regards putting multilateral trade
on a more secure basis. This argument weighs heavily against con-
templating .floating currencies in the near future. At Some other time,
if it ever .happens that. the situation in regard to tangible reserves is
totally transformed, then, the floating exchange system. should be re-
considered.
(2) The experience of , the Exchange Equalisation Account makes

some British favourably disposed to the idea of a floating rate. But the
situation has changed somewhat since before the war, and in existing
circumstances this attitude may be a little insular. A British person may
be apt-to think in terms of two currencies floating freely- against one an-
other, sterling and the dollar; and before the war this, way of looking
at the matter was not altogether out of perspective, when most curren-
cies were either linked to the dollar, through a gold parity, or associated
with the pound in the looser form of the "sterling area" then obtain-
ing, which extended far beyond the Commonwealth. Now the matter
has become more complicated. The importance of other -currencies has
grown, and may continue to do so. If there were many Exchange Ac-
,counts, all operating as actively as the British account in the 'thirties,
and all taking some independent line as to :whether their own currency
should be supported or allowed to drift downwards in a given phase,
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there might be cross purposes—and conflicting policies bearing on
cross-rates! As things are, these different• currencies have their pars
registered with the International Monetary Fund. Although there are
irregularities, and even settled practices not altogether in line with the
theory of the Fund, it can be said .that there has been less currency dis-
order, on the side of foreign exchange rates, than there was in the eight
years after the end of the first world war. It is hard to see how a truly
independent policy on the part of a great number of authorities respon-
sible for different currencies, each looking after and having some influ-
ence on the manner in which its own "floated," i§ reconcilable with any
regular international system of cooperation. One might of course link
,together groups of currencies into two or three main systems, but this
would not secure fulfilment of the. ideals of Professor Meade, which re-
quire that each country separately, with its own special problems, be en-
abled to maintain full employment, internal stability and free trade; and
it might be deemed to lead to a sort of subordination of the less im-
portant currencies, which would not be in line with current ideology.
(3) Experience after the first world war strongly pointed to the con-

clusion that, if there was any lack of confidence in the future of a cur-
rency, it would tend to be under-valued in the foreign exchange mar-
kets. And this same under-valuation made it more difficult in many cases
for countries to get to grips with their own inflationary 'problems. In
certain cases the under-valuation .was actually the cause of a greater
rate of internal inflation in each succeeding period, which in turn seemed
to justify the under-valuation ex post. It is still widely believed that
there has not been a sufficient readjustment in the structure of produc-
tion or in the pattern of international trade since the war, to make
everyone feel that the "dollar problem," which was so prothinent in the
post-war quinquennium, is completely solved. A serious American re-
cession, which still cannot be entirely ruled out, could make this problem
very acute. Accordingly there is a background lack of confidence in the
future of non-dollar currencies, and this, impinging on freely floating
rates, could easily cause under-valuation. This would be an evil, not only
because it might set up new cost inflations inside countries, but also be-
cause it might cause a worsening in their external balances of payments.
(4) Some weight, although not too much, must be given to the argu-

ment that a fixed rate of exchange may assist those who are resisting
the tendency. for demands for wages and other forms of income to move
up more rapidly than the gross domestic product: In fact the fixed rate
does impose a kind of discipline. It has no tendency to prevent all
countries sinning together in this respect, but it may give an argument
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to the authorities in countries where there is a tendency for money
income increases tb go forward more rapidly than elsewhere.

I would add, however, in this connection that the modern objective
of full employment, including a rate of growth of activity in line with
the potential of the country, is and should be the paramount aim of
policy. It would be unfortunate, and in the long run unacceptable to'
electorates in democratic countries, if the authorities put the need to
maintain a fixed rate of exchange above the need to maintain economic
growth in accordance with the potential of the country:

My, conclusion is that the arguments in favour of fixed rates in exist-
ing circumstances outweigh those for flexible exchanges. The first and
most important argument set out above further requires that countries
should not normally contemplate resorting to the right, provided in the
Articles of Agreement of the International Monetary Fund, for de-
valuing their- currencies in certain circumstances. Any fear, however
slight, that a currency might. be. devalued within a foreseeable future
would deprive the country of its "second line reserve" just as effectively
as a freely floating rate. ° -

Consequently it becomes very important for the authorities', by vvhat7°
ever means of negotiation are available to them, to ensure that 

moneyincomes do not rise too rapidly. Only if they achieve that, can they
both ensure full employment in accordance with growth potential, and
also such confidence that the currency is not likely to be devalued in the
foreseeable future as will enable them to supplement their gold reserve
by a "second line reserve."

During 1953 two factors began to operate favourably to sterling. The
British balance of payments was reasonably good. And the overall bal--
ance of payments of the United States was not unfavourable to the rest
of the world. The latter was assisted by the expanding overseas military
expenditures of the United States and by the aid which continued to
be given in generous measure.
The existence of sterling balances held outside the' sterling area made

sterling extremely sensitive to the overall world-wide dollar balance.
Transferable account sterling' and the sterlings held by various coun-
tries under bilateral Payments Agreei-nents with Britain made during',
the war, and extended afterwards, have been used for convefsion' into
dollars at a discount. Although by British theory these kinds of -sterling
were not negotiable for payment to the American Account area, free
markets existed in which they 'could in fact be sold for dollars, .if their
owners were prepared to accept a rate of exchange less favourable _than
the official rate. An example may be given—although doubtless greatly
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Over-simplified—of how the two parties to such a deal could be satisfied.
An American wishing to buy- goods from the sterling area would nat-
urally be glad if he could obtain sterling in exchange for dollars below
the official rate. The holder of sterling in a non-dollar, non-sterling
country might be glad to sell sterling at a discount, if he had no im-
mediate prospect of a proper use for the sterling, e.g. for buying goods
from the sterling area, but was very anxious to acquire dollars for some
other purpose. All that was required was some invoicing by which it
appeared that the sterling area exports were being consigned, not to the
American as in fact they were,. but to the country (or transferable ac-
count area) where the holder of the sterling was resident. No doubt,
the subterfuge had to be a little more complicated; ,very numerous de-
vices were worked out, especially in .periods such as early 1949 when
sterling was suspect; a non-resident holder at that time saw no im-
mediate ,prospect of convertibility and a very likely prospect that the
sterling he held would presently be devalued. He was accordingly quite
anxious to get rid of it. From the British point of view the net result of
such a transaction was that instead of receiving dollars for the sterling
area export to the dollar area, Britain merely received a discharge of its
liability to some non-dollar, area, which was for 'the, time being less
important ,to her. It is to, be noted that the need to have subterfuges
involved payments to intermediaries, and that, the transaction would
not be worth while from the point of view of the American unless the
discount On the unofficial sterling was sufficient to cover such payments.
Among the circumstances required for such a ,deal as that described
above to bring gain to both partners to it was the keen desire by the
non-resident holder of sterling to acquire dollars. If he • had no such
desire, then there was no good reason for disposing of it at a discount—
except when there was a lively fear of devaluation; he would do, better
to hold it and use it later for a legitimate purpose, or even get dollars
for it at the official rate, should sterling convertibility be restored. Ac-
cordingly these transactions were much more likely to become rife, if
there was a world-wide shortage of dollars;'if there was no such short-
age, non-resident holders of sterling would not be anxious to convert it
into dollars at a discount. Therefore the absence of a world-wide dollar
shortage in 1953 tended to, raise quotations for the sterlings held outside
the sterling and dollar areas. -
By December the free market quotations for transferable sterling had

actually_ risen to inside the official limits for official sterling. Transfera-
ble sterling was also at this high point. for several months in the early
part of - 1954. .
The British took this happy opportunity to unify the sterlings in all
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countries outside the dollar and sterling 'areas, except for Portugal,

Turkey and Persia, into one single "transferable sterling." At the same

time they reopened the London gold bullion market.
By now there were• high hopes that this transferable account sterling

would soon be made convertible. The high quotations in free markets
showed, that transferable sterling was not under pressure; holders of

it could in fact for ,the time being get dollars for it at a very small rate
of discount. The fact that this discount was so small suggested that, if
sterling were made officially convertible, there would be no great flight
out of sterling into dollars.
However a shadow fell, which postponed official action for the time

being. This was the American recession of 1953-1954. Despite the opin-
ions of American experts, there seemed no assurance that this would
not in due course deepen and, revive the dollar shortage. It was argued
that this was an unsuitable time for the British to take the plunge. This
argument gave strength to some who wefe influential at the top level
and were doubtful of the whole principle of convertibility. I regret that
the step was not taken at .that favourable' occasion.
• At the September meeting of the International Monetary Fund in
Washington, the British Chancellor announced that ,the time was not

. yet ripe for convertibility. He adjured the Americans, to contribute to
this desirable objective by further efforts to liberalise their trade policy
World opinion reacte4 badly to this. If the •British were unwilling to
take the plunge when on the whole the situation was 'so favourable, there
were -doubts whether they .ever would be.

Accordingly during the autumn and winter transferable sterling fell
to .a larger discount. The margin between its rate and that of official
sterling broadened enough to make the use of transferable sterling for
dollar purchases profitable once more. •The.British authorities lost dol-
lars by consequence. It may be convenient to call the quotation for
transferable sterling that is just low enough to make irregular transac-
tions possible the. "commodity shunting point," by analogy with the
"gold export point" which was the market quotation under the old gold
standard regime that was just low enough to cover the costs of remitting
gold.

February 24, 1955, should be , thought of as the- date at which the
British authorities restored the de facto convertibility of sterling after
the second world.war. Other steps remained to be taken to restore con-
vertibility in the fullest sense, but no future step could be nearly so
important as that one was. The ,British authorities decided to intervene
in the free. markets for transferable sterling and to sustain it above' the
commodity shunting point. This meant that the authorities were willing
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to convert sterling held by non-residents into gold or dollars at a very
small discount (about i percent) on the official rate.
The true definition of convertibility has two branches. First, the au-

thorities responsible for the currency must be de facto willing to convert
it. Secondly, there must be complete confidence that they will continue
to be willing to convert it. If both these conditions are fulfilled, then
the currency may be said to be "convertible." It may be difficult to define

• an absolutely rigid criterion for assessing whether the second condition
is fulfilled, in the absence of a positive enactment obligating the authori-

• ties to convert. But economic history would be very wrongly written
• if monetary arrangements had to be described in terms of legal enact-
ments only. Thus the Federal Reserve Act of 1913 did not make Fed-
eral Reserve notes legal tender. Economic historians would describe
the Indian rupee as a gold'convertible currency between 1900 and 1914,
although there was no enactment compelling the authorities to convert •
it. There was confidence that they would in fact do so. •

It cannot be said that there was absolute confidence that the British
authorities would continue to maintain transferable sterling above the
commodity shunting point, but it can be said that there was a sufficient
amount of confidence to justify the use of the word "convertible." For a
,considerable period prior to September 1954 the discount was too small

• to allow commodity shunting; then it became larger and commodity
shunting began; then the British decided to stop that by the only
method available, namely by making transferable sterling convertible,
i.e. by being willing to convert it into gold or dollars themselves at a
sufficiently small discount below the official rate.
• The question of the margin between official sterling and transferable
sterling must not be confused with the question of devaluation. After
June 1955 fears of sterling devaluation became quite lively for the first
time since the large devaluation of 1949. These fears played on both
official sterling and transferable sterlirig alike, rather than on the mar-
gin between them. If there was to be devaluation, then both kinds of
sterling would presumably be devalued by the same stroke. It was not
supposed that the British were likely to devalue transferable sterling by
a larger amount than official sterling, for the simple reason that they
would not want commodity shunting to be resumed.

If there was confidence that the authorities would maintain the de
facto convertibility of sterling at a small discount, that .confidence was
proved justified. Sterling has moved through very troubled waters since
mid-1955, .but the authorities have continued through the various,
"crises" to be willing to convert transferable sterling into gold or dol-
lars at a small discount below the official rate; only for a few days dur-
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ing the worst part of the Suez crisis was transerable sterling allowed

to slip down.
All that remains for de facto convertibihty in the fullest sense is the

unification of the official and the transferable account rates. The true

description of the existing situation is that sterling is de facto converti-

ble throughout, but that one class of holder has to accept slightly wider

margins than the other.
The bold move in February 1955 caused apprehension in certain

quarters, lest the convertibility of transferable sterling should prove very

expensive in terms of the British gold reserve. Actually the authorities

executed their manoeuvre at a very small cost indeed. It was accom-

panied by a rise in the Bank Rate from 3Y2 percent to 43/2 percent. This

move, combined with the announcement that the British authorities from

now onwards were supporting transferable sterling, may for the time be-

ing have had a favourable effect on international capital movements.
This happy outcome did not, however, bring British troubles in

regard to sterling to an end'; on the contrary, they subsequently deep-
ened. By this time Britain was in the throes of an investment boom of
great magnitude, to be described below. This led to rather strong in-
ternal demand-inflation. Labour and materials became scarce, and the
external balance of payments began to deteriorate. The inflationary
symptoms were solely due, as may be seen from Table III, to the pile
up of orders on investment account. No abnormal increase of consump-
tion was proceeding. That the authorities were throughout 1955 un-
willing to admit that the inflationary pressure was solely caused by an
investment boom was partly due to the just idea that Britain needed a
higher rate of 'investment; it accordingly seemed a pity to say that in-
vestment orders had become excessive. It may be hard for a statesman
to draw a nice distinction between the desirability for a higher rate of
investment, even a much higher rate, on the one hand, and, on the other,
the undesirability of trying to step up investment by a huge amount in
a 'single year. But the lack of any proper explanation of the cause of
the inflationary pressure, which was undoubtedty present in 1955, had
a very adverse effect on sterling. Foreigners believed that the inflation-
ary symptoms Were due to the British unloosening their belts and in-
dulging in an orgy of consumer spending. It was thought that this
would be enhanced by wage increases 'granted; while these may have
been a little. excessive, although it is arguable that they were still justi-
fied as an aftermath of the devaluation of 1949, they could by no means
be deemed to be a cause of the inflationary pressures then obtaining in
Britain. But foreigners thought otherwise and this engendered a lack
of confidence in sterling. There were two serious strikes in May.
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• Against this background of waning confidence, the British delegation
to: the 0.E.E.C. meeting in Paris in 'June made a most unfortunate
dOmarc4e. Under pressure to agree that, in the event of formal con-
vertibility, the monthly E.P.U. settlements should be put on a ioo per-
cent gold basis, they claimed,:no doubt with the Commonwealth Confer-
ence of 1952 in mind (see above), that 3 percent margins of fluctuation
on either side of par should be allowed. Three percent .must be deemed
a large amount, considering that transferable sterling was being held at
within percent: It was a curious proposal in the circumstances. The
British encouragement of organised foreign exchange markets, and the
raising of the Bank Rate from 33/2. percent to. 472 percent :simultane-
ously with the adoption of a support price for transferable sterling, sug-
gested that the British authorities hoped to revive the old-time mech-
anism by which the Bank Rate influenced short-term capital movements
and thus evened out short-term oscillations in the external balance of
payments. But it would be very hard to use the Bank Rate ,,effectively
for this 'purpose with margins as large as 3. percent' on either side of par.
Thus the construction so recently put upon the events of February

'seem to be contradicted by the delegates' proposals in June. Further-
more, in view of the general lack of confidence concerning domestic
British inflation that was beginning to arise, the British proposal was
interpreted as representing a wish that sterling should in fact be de-
valued by 3 percent. From that moment forward there were recurrent
fears of devaluation. Thus the good beginning made by the Bank of
England in February was in part frustrated.
The British authorities soon realised how big a mistake had been

made in Paris, and .the Chancellor at the meeting of the International
Monetary Fund in September at Istanbul. announced that any reference
to wider margins 'was' "irrelevant and unrealistic." But it should net
have been made in June.

It may be expedient 'here to wind up the story on the external side
by referring. to the foreign exchange crisis of August and September
1957: By that time demand-inflation had long since ceased to exist in
Britain. Indeed the economy .had been stagnant for nearly two years* and
Orders were running well below deliveries; but a certain cost-inflation
still persisted, analogous to those proceeding 'in :Other countries. Once
again, Statements made for internal consumption had a malign effect
abroad. With a view: to getting wage 'restraint, Ministers used rather
Strong language about the'disastrOus effects that further wage increases
would have; it was even' hinted' that, should, they Occur, "the defence
of sterling" Might be in jeopardy. This expression, "the defence of
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sterling," which has been much used by the authorities in 1957-1958,

naturally has a disastrous effect on foreign confidence in sterling.
While it is no doubt the case that wage increases, if carried to an

extreme point, could in principle necessitate another devaluation, it
should have been ,observed that from the immediate point of view the
increases actually occurring were not of that character. During the two
years '956 a.nd 1957 British hourly earnings rose less than the German
and only slightly . more than the American (see below). This pattern
does not suggest that; other things, being equal, the course of wages
was likely to precipitate the need for a devaluation of sterling against
the dollar and the mark. Yet the language used for internal consump-
tion, notably in order to secure an abatement of wage claims, suggested
precisely this to the minds of foreign (and even British) financiers,
who were not acquainted with the true facts of the case.

Against this background of a renewed lack of confidence, the British
made another grave mistake, not unlike that made in June 1955. A
European Customs Union had been agreed to .and negotiations were
pending for a larger Free Trade Area. It was rightly. argued that an
indispensable pre-condition for the good working of such arrangements
was the correct mutual alignment of the European currencies'; if the
currencies were wrongly valued, this would be bound to set up severe
strains within an area where mutual freedom of importation was at-
lowed. In the summer Of 1957 this was Considered to be a rather press-
ing problem. It was generally held that the French franc was 'over-
valued and it was als'o held that the German mark was under-
valued. One possibility accordingly was that the Gertnan mark should
be valued upWards, the French .franc downwards, while the other Cur-
rencies remained betwixt and between. It was perfectly Well known in
continental quarters that the German's would not consent to a valuation
of the mark upwards against the dollar, since they had an irrefutable
argument against doing so; namely that they had a heavy deficit in their
direct balance of trade with the dollar area. But it was thought that the
Germans might be driven to consent, as a contribution to European re-
alignment, to the upward valuation of their mark against European cur-
rencies., ( The. Germans have continued to argue that their recent very
favourable balance on current a:ccount might easily -be much reduced
owing to strong wage increases, which were expected, and have hap-
pened, and to increased governmental expenditures without a corre-
sponding increase in taxation.) '

Such was the pattern ,of thinking. on the continent. These matters
were due to be discussed in a general way at the forthcoming meeting
of the International Monetary Fund in Washington in September, and
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more particularly at an 0.E.E.C. meeting in Paris in October. It was
believed that the British. wished the German mark to be valued up-
wards; and nothing was ever said to scotch this belief., Accordingly
it seemed likely that the outcome of all the proceedings would be that
the British would wish the pound to be valued downwards against the
mark (and thereby of necessity against the dollar) and that the franc
would be devalued to a still lower level.
Then came the fall of the French franc under, heavy pressures, in-

cluding lack of. confidence, in August. It was natural to think that the
remaining realignments might come more quickly than was expected.
Accordingly the obvious tip was to expedite payments to Germany, to
retard payments to ,Britain, and even to engage in speculative operations
against the pound and in favour of the mark. All this was the absolutely
inevitable consequence of the British failure to scotch the rumours that
they wished the mark valued upwards. If they did so wish, then all
those who were bears of sterling and bulls of marks were doing abso-
lutely the right thing.
The British reacted by raising the Bank Rate to 7 percent on Septem-

ber 19 and issuing strong statements against the possibility of a devalu-
ation of sterling. But a ,perfectly mild statement three months earlier
that they by no means wished the' mark to be valued upwards (which
in effect would have been saying the same thing as that they did not
wish sterling devalued) would have sufficed to prevent the sterling
crisis in August. This was stated at long last by Mr. Thorneycroft in
Washington in the last week of September. and, more effective still, the
pro jected. meeting of the 0.E.E.C. in Paris was cancelled. And thus the
financiers of ,the world, came to' the conclusion that, after all, the mark
was not going to be valued upwards, i.e. sterling was not going to be
devalued, in the near future. Thus the sterling crisis blew over. A small
amount of common sense could have prevented its ever happening.
Thus in the earlier part of this period the journey towards converti-

bility went well; de facto convertibility was restored in February 1955;
only the last final touches remained to complete the work. But after that
mistakes were made and fears of devaltation arose, so that the environ-
ment was not right for putting on these final touches. Meanwhile a
world recession has supervened, and this may, complicate the problem.

V. BOOM AND MONETARY POLICY, 1954-1956

The figures supplied in Table III indicate the onset of an industrial
investment boom in '954.* The rise of orders in 1953 may be regarded

*For a fuller account of this see R. F. Harrod, "The British Boom of 1954-55," The
Economic Journal, March 1956: •
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simply as a revival from the recession of the previous year. But the large
increase in the following year gave a total which was greater than the
economy could• digest- in the riormal course, and gave rise to symptoms
of inflationary pressure. In the post-war period British productivity and
exports were much handicapped by long delivery dates and a heavy
backlog of unfilled orders. In this respect the situation had returned to
normal in 1952, but in the autumn of 1954 there .were vvidespread re-
ports by purchasers that the situation was slipping back: to its earlier
bad condition. The figure for unfilled vacancies, which had also been
above that for the unemployed in he six years after the war, but had
then receded, rose above it again during 1954. Shortages of labour and
materials were also reported.

There should have been -enough data for a correct diagnosis that in-
vestment orders were rising unhealthily. during 1954." But the British
authorities would gain if they had more detailed figures for orders. For
good management, it is very important- that statistics on these topics
should become available promptly. •
No official statement was made with reference to the dangers of the

situation, and it may be that the diagnosis was imperfect.. Quick action
was also impeded by the attitude taken towards investment at that time.
Owing to the correct view that the British economy required a higher
rate of investment, there was an extreme reluctance to stating that in-
vestment orders were running too high. In the early phases of thought
upon this matter at that time a sufficiently clear distinction was not
drawn between investment orders and achieved investment, between
investment ex ante and investment ex post. There was nothing wronk
with the rate of achieved investment during 1954, and the increases
in achieved investment that occurred in the following years were all to
the good. Critics of those who complained1 that investment orders were
unhealthily high pointed to figures comparing the proportion of re-
sources devoted to investment in Britain with those of other conntries.
But if British' investment was still too low, that was beside the point.
It would not be helpful, and did not prove helpful, t6 the long-run level'
,of investment in Britain to allow an inflationary boom to develop.

Accordingly corrective measures. were not taken quickly. And when
they were taken they Were not announced as being specifically designed
to reduce investment order. In modern conditions an announcement of
the purpose of a given policy can make that policy more effective.
Furthermore, the lack of announcement did serious damage to sterling
on the external side in the second half of 1955..

**For such a diagnosis see R. F. Harrod, "A Drift' towards, Inflation?" Financial
Times, November 30; 1954.
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• It was, indeed, the policy of the authorities to cause a reduction in
orders on consumer account also. The increase in con5umption during
1955 (see Table III) can hardly be said to have been unduly high.
This was a year in which the number in ' civil employment increased
strongly, viz. by 1.4 percent, so that the increased consumption per per-
son in civil employment was . only percent. If anything, this was
subnormal. The increase in consumption was certainly not a cause of the
inflationary pressures that grew, more intense during the year. This
should have been stated.
But an attempt to reduce consumption was not inconsistent with the

diagnosis given above. While it was quite certain that the investment
goods industries could not meet the orders at the rate that they were
then coming along, yet, if the correct view was that the greatest possible
.expansion of investment was desirable, it would be expedient to curb
consumption with a view to releasing productive resources for the out-
put of investment goods. It was a consistent line of policy on the one
hand to curb investment orders and on the 'other hand to boost to the
greatest possible extent production for investment, since in that way one
would hope to get rid of the excess of demand for investment goods
over the supply potential of industry and thus to bring the inflationary
pressure to an end.

It was important, however, to explain these aims precisely. Lack of
such explanation and sundry references to undue consumer-spending
gave rise to the incorrect idea that consumer-spending was booming
heavily and that it was partly responsible, for the inflationary pressure.
High investment is a symptom of a healthy economy and portends a
stronger position in the future, while an increase, of consumption sug-
gests that things are getting out of hand, especially when there are
strikes and substantial money wage increases are granted. The incorrect
view about the causes of domestic inflation in Britain undoubtedly
caused the fall of foreign confidence in sterling in the second part of the
year, which was touched off by the mistake aboi4t margins made at the
June meeting in Paris, as described abblie.
The disinflationary measures finally taken seemed, anyhow on the

-surface, to have a stronger effect in causing a flattening of consumption
than in reducing the investment boom. This flattening is shown in the
1956 figure for consumption in Table III. Although the policy was
sensible in itself, it does not appear to have had much success in achiev-
ing, the objective of releasing resources for investment, except possibly,
in the case of steel. The consumer goods industries were releasing la-
bour in the early part of 1956, but the capital goods industries ceased
at that time to draw labour in, probably owing to a shortage of key
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personnel, and perhaps 'also becauSe those capital goods industries were
themselves short of capacity and did not yet benefit by the orders that
had been placed for *more capacity in the preceding year: Figures for
the delivery of plant and machinery valued at constant prices are not
yet available for 1957, but there is no doubt that they were above those
of 1956, although orders were lower. This ieems to indicate that the
relevant industries had been exhausted by the strong increases in the
rate of deliveries shown in 1954 and 1955, and could not in 1956 make
much further increase ,until they themselves received more equipment.
Consequently, the policy of releasing 'labour for them misfired; labour
stood off by theonsumer goods industries in 1956 either 'went into
tertiarY industry or went home.
Not only was the disinflationary policy of 1955 not announced as

being specifically directed against the excess of orders on investment
account, but also it .was not applied very strongly.
The rise in the Bank Rate from 3% percent to 41/2 percent in Febru-

ary has already been mentioned. Its primary object was to support the
return to, the de facto convertibility of sterling. But the authorities no
doubt also had the idea of 'curbing the strong domestic boom. In a dis-
inflationary, policy directed against domestic inflation, the reduction in
the quantity of money is likely to be more important that the rise in the
short-term rate of interest. There is usually a seasonalreduction in the
quantity in the spring in Britain, when government receipts exceed dis-
bursements ; but it appears that the reduction in the spring of 1955 was
a little more than seasonal. The deposit banks reacted to the reduction
in their cash basi& by selling from their portfolio of shorter-dated in-
',vestments, and this caused a depression in the gilt-edged market. This
'was a natural and normal opening gambit- in a disinflationary process.
But thereafter the disinflation proceeded on less orthodox lines. •

It was generally expected that the Conservative Government, which
had distinguished itself from a Labour Government by a reluctance to
proceed by direct controls, would carry forward with the further imple-
mentation of a "credit squeeze" in an orthodox manner. But when the
Chancellor of the Exchequer wrote a letter to the Governor of the Bank
of England in July, asking him if he could get an agreement among the
deposit banks to reduce their advances, this seemed to be relying on
some kind of direct intervention rather than on the supposedly imper-
sonal and antomatic forces set up by _a reduction in the quantity of
money. And in fact the•quantity of money was not much reduced in the
autumn of 1955. .
The traditional and time-honoured method of imposing a credit

squeeze in Britain was for the Bank of England to conduct open market
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operations by selling securities; the deposit banks acted in the first in-
stance by reducing their accommodation to the short loan market; dis-
count houses were then compelled:to rediscount with the Bank of Eng-
land at Bank Rate; but, as the, Bank Rate was a penal rate for them,
they were compelled to readjust their position in the next few- days, so
as to get out. 'of debt to the Bank, and thus the net effect of the open
market operations was to reduce the quantity of money in the system
very quickly. There were indeed two effects, both. quick. One was a rise
in the short-term rate of interest, especially if, open market operations
were reinforced by a rise of Batik Rate, and this used to have a quick
effect on-the :external :balance of payments through-the disCciuragement
of short-term borrowing by foreigners or the attraction of foreign bal-
ances. The second effect, also quick; was a reduction in the total quan-
tity of money within the internal economy. Owing to the far greater
relative importance of the external balance of payments in Britain, and
her* tradition of having a very narrow gold reserve, it Was More im-
portant to her than it has been to the United States that the effect of the
operations of the Bank of England should be quick. °

There have been only brief periods since the war, in which the short-
term rate of interest is likely to have affected the external balance on
short-term capital account in the old traditional way. The interval from
February 1985 tb June 1955 may have been such a period and the rise
in the Bank Rate may, actually have had some- effect on the external
capital movements then; it was aided by the good ithpression created
by the de facto convertibility, of transferable sterling. But after June
fears of 'a possible devaluation arose and were recurrent until the cancel-
lation of the 0.E.E.C. meeting in the last week of September 1957.
Since September 1957 the very high rate of '7 percent may have had
some influence: on short-term capital movements'; but in this recent
period it is difficult to separate the effect of the positive attractiveness
of the high rate -from the return flow of short-term capital (including a
return flow under "leads and lags" of trade payments), due to persons
correcting the abnormal positions that they had taken' up in the period
prior to the last week of September, when a devaluation had been
strongly expected.

It was not only on the external side that the effect of the open mar-
ket operations by the Bank of England was expected to be quick. Here
there was supposed to be a contrast. between the United Kingdom and
the United States. In the former the open market operations of the Bank
of England served to contract the total quantity of circulating medium
by pressure upon' the discount market for whom the Bank Rate Was
penal. In the United States on the other hand the whole or part of the
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reduction in the cash basis due to open market operations might be: off-
set for the time being by member banks using their rediscount facilities'
and borrowing from their Federal Reserve banks. Those member banks
would indeed wish to get out of indebtedness as quickly as possible ; but
a contrast was noted between the position of the British discount houses
who had to get out 'of indebtedness in a few days, because the Bank Rate
for them was penal, and the position of. the' member banks of the Federal
Reserve System who might remain in, debt for a longer period, because
for them rediscounting with their. Federal Reserve Bank did not cause
an actual loss of money. But since the war the Bank of England has from
time to time allowed the discount houses to rediscount "by the back
door" at a less than penal rate. To the extent that this has happened
the British system has come more to resemble the traditional American
system. If the discount houses continue to rediscount, the reduction in
the quantity of (bank) Money circulating throughout the system will
not be quick.

This brings us to the question of Treasury Bills. If the funds available
for the discount market are reduced but the offer of Treasury Bills is
not, the discount market will tend to bid up the rate of interest with a
view to attracting outside bidders and ensuring that those get a larger
share of the allocation. But in certain circumstances outside.bidders may
not be attracted strongly enough by the going rate of interest. In such
circumstances, always supposing that the quantity of Treasury Bills on
offer is not reduced, it will be -incumbent upon the Bank of England to
help the discount market by the-back door, since otherwise it might be
driven into a position in which it was unreasonable to expect it to take
up the whole tender of Treasury' Bills, and that 'wotild pit-the govern-
ment into an embarrassing position. If this state of affairs continues
for some time, it may occur to the:Bank of England that it had just as
well not try to reduce the quantity of Money by open market operations
in the first insta:nce ;'it is futile to reduce the quantity of money by one
method and then have to re-supply it again by another. Thus' it has been
said that the old open market weapon has been somewhat blunted.

This matter would be .put right if, simultaneously with a, Bank of
England selling operation, the' government'could *reduce its weekly offer
of tender Treasury Bills. If the government could pursue a thoroughly
flexible policy in this regard, then one could secure both a rise 'in the
short-term rate of interest and a reduction in the quantify of money,
laying stress on whichever side was 'suitable for the occasion.- If one
reduced the offer of Treasury Bills by the full- amount when the cash
basis' had been reduced by the Bank of England through open' . market
Operations, then the quantity of money would be reduced throughput the
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system without there having been any rise in thern short-term rate of
interest. If one wanted to secure such a rise, then one would not reduce
the offer of Treasury Bills by quite so much as the cash basis had been
reduced.

Accordingly the government has been criticized for not having funded
Treasury Bills in 1955 in the manner that • it did in 1951. But it may
be that it is not so easy to do this as it to say, it. The authorities
have had to issue stock, first by way of re-funding the various war or
post-war issues that have been maturing, and, secondly, to raise new
money in large amount. Thus the issue of longer-dated stock with a
view to funding Treasury Bills would be additional to the need to issue
it under these other two heads. It is to be noted that it is useless to issue,
unless the stock is taken up by "genuine" investors; otherwise it has to
be taken up pro tern by the government departments; these are thereby
forced to reduce their holding of ,tap Treasury Bills, which then have
to be put out for tender, so that the original purpose of reducing the
quantity of tender Treasury Bills is frustrated. It has been said that the
government can get any amount of new stock taken up by genuine
investors, if it offers a sufficiently attractive price. This position is not
tenable. The price might in certain circumstances have to be so "at-
tractive" as to be discreditable to the British Government and to cause
foreigners to sell sterling, which would be contrary to the more general
aim of policy. Or it could even happen that the gilt-edged market, wide
as it is, just became jammed with new issues. • •
Now if the government was concerned only with the refunding of

previous issues and with the funding of Treasury Bills, it ought to be
possible to attune its policy to the needs of credit squeeze or credit re-
laxation and be able to reduce the flow of tender Treasury Bills as
required in line with a credit squeeze policy. What has really made the
position impossible is that, in addition to that, the British government
has recently had to borrow new money on a substantial scale.
In 1955 it had to do so on:behalf of the local authorities and on behalf

of the nationalized industries. In due course,the greater part of the local
authority demand was effectively removed from the central government.
But the needs of the nationalized industries remained and still do. Their
issues, having a Treasury guarantee, may be reckoned for this purpose
as an addition to gilt-edged stock, and may weigh down upon the gilt-
edged market. Furthermore, if they are not taken up by genuine in-
vestors, they have to be carried by the government departments in lieu
of tap Treasury Bills and thus serve to add to the flow of tender Treas-
ury Bills. It is to be noted that the capital requirements of the nation-
alized industries, which happen to be heavy capital users, have been
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running at not far short of half the total annual requirements of new
capital by, industry. Thus the need to finance nearly half of British
industry has been thrown on to the gilt-edged market. At the same time
there has been a Marked trend, which was already well-developed before
the war, for genuine investors to rearrange their portfolios in favour
of ordinary shares and against gilt-edged stock. Thus there has been a
pincer movement upon the government.

This was the fundamental reason why it was impossible for the Bank
of England to impose a strong credit squeeze in 1955 in the traditional
manner, and why it 'had, to rely instead on the rather odd expedient of
getting the quantity of money reduced by an agreement among the de-
posit banks to curtail their customer loans. As well as having the dis-
advantage of being slow working, this method is harmful in that it is
disturbing to good bank-customer. relations. It .will be difficult to solve
this problem unless the finance of the nationalized industries is radically
reformed. There are hopes that the Radcliffe Con-imittee on "The Work-
ing of. the Monetary System" may be able to excogitate some solution
for this problem.
A partial but unsatisfactory solution has had to be found in recent

years by the government providing a large "above the line" surplus in
the budget; this means in effect that a -considerable proportion of the
finance for the nationalized industries', which in the old days was pro-
vided through ordinary financial channels; has now to be found by the
taxpayer. This solution may be satisfactory in conditions when inflation
has to be fought. A large budget surplus is an .effectilie weapon in that
battle; it means essentially that forced savings are imposed upon the
citizen body with a view to providing the capital for this range of in-
dustries. But in other circumstances the provision of money to meet the
normal capital requirements of industry out of taxation on current in-
come may have an unduly deflationary, effect on the economy. It is
probably having an unduly deflationary effect 'now (1958). It might
be argued that the budget surplus could be removed in times when total
demand was, not excessive and restored on the occasions when it was
desirable to curb a boom. The objection'to this is that this "fiscal"
weapon is much too slow working for the ordinary type of investment
boom, which is apt to gather momentum, as it did in 1954, rather
rapidly. The Chancellor has to provide a new set of taxes, which he
normally does once a year only, and these in turn take some time to have
their effect in yielding the surplus. If it is desired to impose an orthodox
banking credit squeeze more rapidly, then the authorities will be ham-
strung, if they, continue to have to find new capital in large quantities for
the nationalized industries through issues in the gilt-edged market.
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• The disinflation in the autumn of 1955, which worked mainly through

the curbing of customer loans, was reinforced by restrictions on the Pro-

vision of consumer credit for the purchase of consumer durables. This

seems a satisfactory weapon for producing a quick effect; Congress has
seemed doubtful whether it is prepared to allow the Federal Reserve

System to have it as a permanent weapon in its armoury.'
The credit squeeze was further enforced,by' such methods as instruc-

tions to the Capital Issues Committee, and by some minor measures,
such as an adjustment of indirect taxes on consumer goods.
'Nonetheless, despite all these difficulties, the disinflationary policy did

in fact work fairly quickly. It must be remembered that no vigorous
measures were taken until the late summer of 1955.

VI. END OF BOOM:' COST INFLATION

• Factory building .starts turned down in the last quarter of 1955 and
have continued since then to move down; and domestic orders for ma-
chine tools turned down in March 1956 and have continued since then
to move down. This time interval for the reaction cannot be regarded
as great, especially in view of the fact that the disinflationary measures
were not taken, as they should have been, at an early phase of the boom.
The more a boom gathers momentum, the. stronger the measures have
to be, if it is to be brought to at all a rapid end. .

Although the recession in orders began in the winter of 1955-1956,
the-rate of ordering remained too high. Only in the last quarter of 1956
did the factory building completions begin to exceed factory building
starts. Machine tool orders fell below deliveries in the late summer of
1956. Both kinds of orders have declined progressively since-then.
Some symptoms of a flattening or, down-turn of activity came still

earlier. One marked feature of boom conditions since the war has been
a tendency of the "weekly pay packet" to rise more quickly than .the
average Of official trade union wage rates. In the six months from
October 1955 to April 1956 official rates rose more than the 'weekly
pay packet for the first time since the end. of the war, except for the six
months from October 1951 to April 1952, which was a phase of re-
cession. Early in 1956 employment in manufacturing industry began to
drop, and at the same time output per person employed in manufactur-
ing industry dropped more strongly. The figure for the unemployed did
not, however, rise above unfilled vacancies until the end of 1956.

Although there were these manifest .signs of demand moving down

during 1956 and falling below the supply potential of the economy, in
many parts of industry there were -large backlogs of unfilled orders. And
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so, an important question of principle arises. Should the credit squeeze
be terminated as soon as it is clearly established that aggregate demand
has fallen below the supply potential of the economy, or should the
squeeze be kept on for a longer, period in order to enable industry to work
off its backlog of orders? _A. right answer to this is only likely to be
gained by experience ;.'.it will not be gained at all unless current events
are fully revealed in current figures and continuouSly studied closely by
those responsible for action. My own provisional view is that, oWing to
the delayed effect of measures, whether of restriction or relaxation,
abnormal restrictions should be removed as soon as aggregate demand
falls below supply potential.
A strong case could be made for ending the credit squeeze in the last

quarter of 1956. However, the Suez episode created uncertainties about
the future, and that Was an awkward period for changing course. Seri-
ous argument about whether the credit squeeze should be ended began
only in early 1957.
The case against terminating a fell under three heads. ,( ) Concern

about the backlog of unfilled orders, already mentioned, was combined
with an anxious feeling that, " once the restrictive measures were re-
moved, orders vvould rapidly rise again and the whole inflationary trend
be resumed. (2) A cost inflation, caused by wage increases in excess
of productivity increases, was proceeding in Britain, as elsewhere, and
some held that a further period of deflation was desirable in order to
cause an abatement of wage demands. (3) There were anxieties about
the external balance.
The question of the backlog has already been discussed. The possi-

bility of a- renewed upsurge does not appear to be a valid argument,
since in such an event it would always be possible to 'resume the mone-
tary disinflation; banking policy ought to be flexible and capable of quick
adjustment in response to the changes as they Occur. That this point of
view did not appeal to the authorities may have been due to their having
taken quite a wrong-attitude to the problem with which they had to deal
in this period; instead of supposing that inflationary pressure is some-
thing likely to arise at relatively frequent intervals in a free economy
and requiring expeditious corrective measures, they seemed to suppose
that "inflation" was a sort of disease that, once .cured, would be cured
forever. It seemed as if they were anxious not to relax discipline until
they, were quite sure that the disease was thoroughly cured, as though,
the job once well done, this problem would give them no further trouble
over the years to come. Such a point of view is quite untenable.
The question of the exchange position is reserved for the next section.
The wages problem was a complex one. It is likely that a tendency
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to excessive wage increases during this period was due not only to the
devaluation of 1.949 and other causes setting up .an increase of import
prices and the consequent spiralling between 'domestic prices and wages,
but also, during Certain parts of the period, to-demand inflation. Overfull
demand, leading to labour: shortage, high profits and an, upward trend
of prices, makes employers 'willing to grant wage increases easily and
gives claimants good arguments on their side. When demand inflation,
consisting of ,an excess in aggregate demand over the supply potential
comes to an end, the question may be raised whether it is expedient to
push deflation further with a view to reducing 'employers' readiness to
grant further wage increases and to damp the- spirit of the operatives in
demanding them. While it must be granted that the-creation of massive
unemployment would produee a substantial effect in this direction, it is
by no means so clear that pushing down demand just a little below the
full employment level has a good effect in this sense. There is one
important respect in which it has a bad effect. In the case Of prices fixed
in relation to costs, a reduction of turnover and consequent smaller
spread of overheads may actually cause producers to put up prices when

• they would not otherwise do so; this is likely to apply strongly to public
services where the reduced use of the services may make a price in-
crease necessary, and, if they are to continue at a profit, inevitable; The
experience of Germany is worth noting; during the period after the
investment boom pfoduction continued to expand; she had larger wage
increases- than Britain, and the fact that these did not give rise to such
large increases in end-product prices was probably, due *to her. mainten-
ance of production at a high level'. If Weak demand causes prices to rise
.more than they otherwise would have done, then that is also bad for
the attempt to curb wages, since, a rising cost of living gives power to the
elbow of wage claimants. It may well he that the best possible state of
affairs for getting an abatement of wage claims is precisely the golden
mean, where demand is•not so high as to Create pressures and shortages,
but high enough to maintain the working of the industrial machine up to
full. capacity.
Undue wage increases may give anxiety both on the ground of the ex-

ternal balance and on the ground of the internal cost of living. The 'for-
mer is clearly the more important. In considering wages as a cost, to be
compared with competitors' costs, hourly earnings seems the best figure
to take.* In 1956 German hourly earnings rose 9.5 percent, United
States hourly earnings rose 5.2 percent. and the .British 7.4 percent; in
1957 German hourly earnings rose 8.4 percent, United States 3.9 per-

* Since British official wage rates and weekly earnings rose nearly in line in these
two years, the hourly earnings may be presumed to have done 'so also. .
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cent and British 5.7 percent. Although the slight edging up of British
hourly earnings over the American was unsatisfactory, the general

• pattern does not give cause' for grave alarm on the score of external
competitiveness. Prominent British statements about wages gave world
opinion an altogether wrong view of the matter. Even from the point
of view of internal policy, the anxiety in these years may have been
somewhat overdone. This pattern certainly does not justify any decision
on so grave a matter, as checking the normal trend of growth of pro-
ductive activity with a view to influencing the course of *wages.

. The rate of wage increase was undoubtedly unsatisfactory from the
• point of view of the internal cost_ of living. The citizen body was be-
coming restive, and the g9vernment was anxious to show that it was
doing its best to check what appeared • to be a ,chronic increase. The
mere fact that ,other countries were having the same difficulty might be
no consolation to British citizens on fixed income. It would not be correct
to compare the wage increases with the increase in productivity in this
particular period, since the latter was being held down by deliberate
monetary policy. The wage earners would have justice on their side if
they retorted that the lack of increase in their production was by no
means their own fault. Rather one should compare the wage increases
with the normal trend of increase of productivity, as assessed over a
term Of years. Table II shows an increase in the gross domestic product
per person in civil 'employment of 2.2 percent. By this criterion the
money wage increases were markedly excessive. Nonetheless this cri-
terion is not decisiVe. For we have even at this late period to bear in
mind the devaluation of 1949. By 1956 the purchasing power of wages
as shown in the official index had risen-only by 3.3 percent on. the 1938
level giving an average of no more than about + sa2 percent a year. As
productivity had risen by a far larger amount this seems to indicate that
even in 1956 there was still a lag of adjustment of wages to the level
of prices as established in consequence of the devaluation of sterling in
1949. It is true that by 1956 weekly 'wage 'earnings were 41.3 percent
up on 1938; this increase was probably substantially greater than that
of productivity per person in the i8-year period. The true problem for
Britain in these recent years has been the great spread, which is largely
due to the demand-inflation which was rife during certain periods,
between the average of wages actually paid each week and the official
wage rates. The trouble has been that official negotiations relate to
official wage rates which appear to have continued to be low. The
superior rise in wage earnings was due to special arrangements by par-
ticular firms for bonus payments, to overtime work, etc. The authorities
may be in the wrong in taking a severe attitude about wage 'rates when
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the trouble bearing upon the British competitive position is the higher
level of actual wage payments. It may be the fact that many particular
workers have been getting no more than the basic rates; and it is these
'whose interests trade union officials have to look after. This pattern has
presented a tangled and awkward problem.

It has been stated that a demand-pull-inflation may cause earnings
to rise more rapidly than official rates. In this connection it has to be
most strongly emphasized that this superior rise was checked at the
close of 1955. Since then wage earnings have risen, not because of any
demand-inflation, but simply because they were being pushed up in con-
formity with the increases in basic rates. The earnings are often geared
by some formula, agreed between the management and employees in a
particular firm, which relates them to the standard basic rates; thus they
rise automatically if the latter are raised. If the basic rates are unduly
low, it is hardly a sound argument to plead that they must not be raised,
because that will automatically raise certain earnings that are geared
far above them. It is not the right way' of dealing with this tangled
problem to contract the level of industrial activity.

VII. BRITISH EXTERNAL BALANCE AND
WORLD RECESSION

The primary manifestation of the world recession, which developed
during 1957, was a fall in primary product prices, leading to a fall in
incomes and exchange difficulties in areas particularly dependent upon
primary products. Attention has been drawn to the fact of diminished
American purchases of the non-ferrous metals. The following Table XI
suggests, however, that the United States was not primarily responsible
for the adverse development in 1957.

TABLE XI

DOLLAR VALUE OF IMPORTS

4th quarter 1956

1957 2nd quarter
3rd quarter
4th quarter

1st quarter 1957

United States

98.4}

99.7 101.7
iO4.0

Source: General Statistics, 0.E.E.C. Statistical Bulletin,

The Survey of Current Business (Mar. 1958, p.
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0.E.E.C. countries
from outside 0.E.E.C.

countries' area

103.7]

95.8 I- 98.2

95.0

May 1958, pp. 62-64.
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"Purchases from the western European dependencies, ,Latin-Amer-
ica, and the independent countries• of Asia and Africa were sub-
stantially higher during the last quarter of 1957 than a year earlier
and the same applies if the last six months of these two years are
compared. . . . It appears, therefore, that through the, last quarter of
1957 at least, any adverse effects of the business decline in the -c.Inited
States upon our imports from the less developed areas was more than
offset by the other developments."

The imports of European (0.E.E.C.) countries from non-European
countries, are greater than total American imports, and they were rising
at a substantially more rapid rate in the years before 1957. Primary
products had been geared to the high and rising demand of Europe. In
the last quarter of 1956 and the first quarter of 1957 United States irn-
ports were running at the annual rate of $1,069 million, f.o.b., while
the imports of European Countries from non-Europe were at the
annual rate of $2,149 million, c.i.f. The superior rate of increase by
Europe was not due to greater progressiveness, but rather to the fact
that her expansion was concentrated upon manufacture, and especially
on investment, owing to her unbalanced position at the end of the war.
The United States economy expanded more evenly in its different parts.
But manufacture has a higher requirement for primary products than
"tertiary services." The superior rise in European imports is shown in
Table XII. In' 1957 European imports flattened off, and indeed declined
slightly, while American imports continued to expand. The continued
expansion of non-British European imports through 1956 is to'be con-
trasted with relative stagnation in Britain.
The ,rise in world dollar prices during this period affected both hem-

ispheres. The volume figures, given in Table XIII, bring out clearly the
greater expansiveness of Europe. Figures are not available for the vol-
ume of 0.E.E.C. countries' imports from non-O.E.E.C. countries. Thus
Table XIII cannot be directly compared with Table XII.
The American recession has deepened since 1957. Vigorous measures

have already been taken, and these measures may serve to prevent any
further deepening of substantial importance. On the other hand experts
have not been able to point to sources of strong revival, so that it may
well be that in the period ahead the United States will be in relatively
neutral equilibrium in relation to the rest of the world, and that revival or
deeper recession in the non-dollar world will depend more largely on
whether there is a marked recovery in Europe. In this respect Britain
can play an important part, especially if acting in concert with the Com-
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TABLE XII

DOLLAR VALUE OF IMPORTS

1951:1957

1951

1952

1953
1954
1955
1956 1
and 1st
quarter of
1957
(annual
average).
1956 4th quarter
1957 1st quarter
1957 2nd quarter,

3rd quarter
4th quarter J

Annual average
rate of
increase
1950-1956

United
States

(1950 =

United
States

/00)

All 0.E.E.C. countries
from outside 0.E.E.C.

countries' area

United Kingdom
from outside
0.E.E.C. coun-

tries' area

123.7 '43.1 148.2
122.9 132.2 134.4
123.3 123.7 131.8
117.0 130.9 130.9
129.6 149.2 150.2

143.9 167.8 153.6

146.7 178.7 159.0

147.7 175.3 155.5

6.2%'9.0% 7.2%

TABLE XIII

VOLUME OF IMPORTS

(1950 = /00)

All 0.E.E.C.
countries

1957 123.9 158.4

Continental
0.E.E.C.
countries

175.0

United
Kingdom

128.9

monwealth, both by the direct effect of a revival of her importation on
world markets, and by her example to other European countries that
are in a similar position.
,In 1957 the United Kingdom had a favourable balance on, current

account, net of defence aid, of £216 million. If the terms of trade in
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1958 remain at the same level as they were in the first quarter of it—
and they might get better still, although this would be a bad symptom—
and if other things were equal, her balance of payments would improve
by £250 million.

If, on the other hand; her production and imports revived so much
as to, be on the line extrapolating the rate of growth that terminated
in 1955, she would have to import about £250 million more goods than
before. Thus taking the improved terms of trade and ,imports appropri-
ate to a really full level of activity in Britain, and assuming inVisibles
unchanged, her position in 1958 would be the same as 1957. It is im-
mensely preferable, both for her own sake and that of the whole world,
that she should take out what she gains by improved terms of trade, in
increasing the quantum Of her imports. Then, if exports and ihvisibles
remained unchanged, she would have the same favourable balance as she
did in 1957. But exports are likely to decline before .1958 is over, and
this must cause anxiety to the British authorities. Nonetheless it is
desirable to pursue the expansion policy iather than to use a fleeting op-
portunity to add to gold reserves. If the world recession deepens, British
exports will fall more than they otherwise would. It may seem audacious
to dissipate the improved balance now accruing from the improved terms
of trade by spending on higher imports; but it is in fact much more
dangerous not to do so. The dangers inherent in a deepened world re-,
cession are far greater than those involved in continuing .for a further
period to have to live, as Britain has had to ever since the end of the war,
on a very narrow reserve.
At the end of 1957 her true net reserve may on One reckoning be

stated at £244 million, namely 1812 million gold and dollar' holdings
minus 1568 million sterling liabilities outside the sterling area. This was
a vast improvement on 1947 when the gold reserve was 1512 million
and the sterling liabilities outside the sterling area were 11,234. .
With this narrow reserve Britain has to face not only the possibility

of a worsening in her balance, but also a: worsening in that of the whole
sterling area. She has to face a possible change in the "leads and lags"
of trade, which can run away with 12o0/3oo million in a short time.
She also has to repay the International Monetary Fund £201 million in
due course. As against this gloomy picture may be set the fact that a

, complete drawing down to zero of the external sterling liabilities is un-
thinkable, so that the true net reserve is substantially in excess of the
1244 million stated above. Furthermore there are unexhausted drawing
rights of about 1260 million in the International Monetary Fund. In
this present phase, when the world is still on the brink of a deep de-
pression, the British authorities ought to be thinking rather of the possi-
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bility of using their unexhausted I.M.F. drawing rights, than of repay-
ing past drawings. This is piecisely the kind of situation for which the
International Monetary Fund was invented. As regards its usefulness it
is a question of "now or never." This is precisely the moment when
Britain, and other similarly placed countries, should go forward with a
policy of expansion and allow imports to rise at a normal rate at least,
with a view to preventing the world recession deepening. This is by no
means the moment at which to play the miser and take advantage of a
short-period opportunity for raising gold reserves (or for paying off
indebtedness to the I.M.F.).

It is true that the British gold reserve is undesirably low; it would be
to the benefit of all if it were higher. Its low level is the consequence of
the second world war, and also of the failure to fund the sterling bal-
ances, the importance of which has already been stressed. But this evil
is something that has to be faced and for which there is no short-period
remedy.
The increase in the gold reserve of the world ,is now running at about

1200 million a year. This has been to a small extent supplemented in
recent years by the increased world holdings of dollars. But, in the ab-
sence of an increase in United States gold holdings, an increase in ex-
ternal dollar holdings cannot proceed much further without giving rise
to American anxieties about the adequacy of the size of the existing
United States gold reserve. It is not generally appreciated that the
United States has already distributed all her surplus gold (viz, through
her liability on external dollar holdings), by generously allowing a nega-
tive overall balance in her external payments to subsist for a number of
years.
The consequence of this is that, unless there is some radical change

in the gold situation, the free world cannot expect its liquid reserves to
rise by much more than the actual increase in the monetary gold stock
(say f200 million a year) becoming available to it. The entitlement of
Britain, as custodian of the whole sterling system, to a share of this in-
creased monetary stock can hardly be put at more than 150 million a
year. It is arguable that this is the maximum •rate at which, as good
neighbour, Britain should seek to add to her own net gold reserves. But
self-interest as well as good neighbourliness comes into play here. If
Britain seeks to add to her reserves at a greater rate she will inevitably
exacerbate the exchange difficulties of other countries and be likely,
therefore, to increase the momentum of world recession.

It is the duty of all responsible powers to do their best in such a time
as the present to avoid making matters worse for others. In this context
Britain's most solemn duty is not to try to add to her reserve too quickly.
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• Britain has the tradition of taking some risks, both in .regard to her
gold reserve—she has an unbroken tradition of living on a very narrow
one—and in regard to military matters. There is an old expression, of
patriotic content, relating to battles of former times—"the thin red
line"; this military tradition was maintained in the Battle of Britain
(1940). Much may depend, in the year or two ahead, on • whether
Britain continues to maintain this tradition in monetary policy, by.
adopting a policy of industrial expansion now, and by deliberately taking
no more out of the liquid monetary reserves available to the world—
unless they are rather dramatically increased—than the 15o million a
year, which is about her fair share as custodian of the whole sterling

• sphere.
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